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EQUILIBRIUM STATES OF AN ELASTIC CONDUCTOR
IN A MAGNETICFIELD:
A PARADIGMOF BIFURCATIONTHEORY
BY

PETER WOLFE
Abstract. In this paper we study the equilibrium states of a nonlinearly elastic
conducting wire in a magnetic field. The wire is perfectly flexible and is suspended
between fixed supports. The wire carries an electric current and is subjected to a
constant magnetic field whose direction is parallel to the Une between the supports.
We solve this problem exactly and show that the set of solutions gives rise to a
paradigmatic bifurcation diagram. We then carry out a study of the equations
obtained by linearization about the nontrivial solutions in order to gain some insight
into the stability of the various solution branches.

Introduction. In this paper we study the equilibrium states of a nonlinearly elastic
conducting wire in a magnetic field. The wire is assumed to be perfectly flexible and
is suspended between fixed supports. The distance between the supports is assumed
to be greater than the natural length of the wire and therefore the wire will always be
in tension. The magnetic field is assumed to be constant and is directed parallel to
the line between the supports. We show that this problem can be solved exactly. The
set of solutions exhibits the classic bifurcation phenomenon. The bifurcation parameter is A = IB where / is the current in the wire and B the strength of the magnetic
field. For all values of A > 0 there is a trivial solution in which the wire remains
straight. However at the eigenvalues of the problem obtained by linearizing the
equilibrium equation about the trivial solution, bifurcation occurs and we obtain
branches of nontrivial solutions. The situation is quite similar to the classical
problem of the buckling of a beam. Actually in our case the branches of solutions
are two-dimensional manifolds because the problem is invariant under rotation
about the axis of the supports.
This work was motivated by the discussion in [1] (see §4.7, especially Figure 29
and the reference quoted therein).

There are two cases to consider as the wire is (elastically) homogeneous or not. Of
course it is of interest to study the stability of the equilibria with respect to the
(hyperbolic) equations of motion. This is in general a very difficult problem and in
the present case it is comphcated even further by the multiphcity of equilibria arising
from the rotational invariance. In the case of the homogeneous wire we can study the
operator obtained by linearization about a nontrivial solution. We are able to locate
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the spectrum of such an operator. This represents a first step in the stability analysis
and leads to a conjecture about the stability of the branches.
In §1 we formulate and solve the governing equations while §2 is devoted to the
linearization of the equations and a discussion of stability.

1. Formulation and solution of the governing equations. Let a nonlinearly elastic
conducting wire have a natural length 1. We identify each material point of the wire
by its coordinate s E [0,1]. Let t(s) represent the deformed position in Euclidean
3-space E3 of the material point s. Let v(s) =| r'(s) \ (' = d/ds) and e(s) =
r'(s)/v(s). The wire is assumed stretched between fixed supports located at 0 and /3k
where b > 1. (Here {i,j,k} represents the standard orthonormal basis for E3.) The
wire carries a current /. There is a constant magnetic field B = BV. present. The
force on the wire is then given by

(1.1)

f(j) = /r'X5k

= /wXÄk.

Let n(s) denote the resultant contact force exerted by the material of (s, I] on the
material of [0, s]. Then the equation of equilibrium for the wire has the form

(1.2)

n'(s) + f(i) = 0.

We assume the wire is perfectly flexible. This means that it has the property that

(1.3)

n(s)=N(s)e(s).

Recall that e(s) is the unit tangent to the wire at s. The function N(s) is the tension
at s. We assume that the wire is nonlinearly elastic so that the tension at s depends
on the stretch v(s). Specifically we assume that there is a continuously differentiable
function (0, oo) X [0,1] 3 (v, s) -> N(v, s) E R with

(1.4)
(1.5)

Nv(v,s)>0,
N(p,s)->

oo

asv->cc,

N(l,s)

= 0,

N(v, s) -» -oo

as v -» 0

so that

(1.6)

N(s) = N(v(s),s).

Our boundary value problem is thus to find functions r(s) satisfying

(1.7)

(1.8)

(N(s)e)'+

Ive X 5k = 0,

r(0) = 0,

r(l) = bk,

0<j<1,

b>l.

We seek classical solutions of (1.7), (1.8). Let us first consider the case of the
homogeneous wire, i.e., we assume the function TV'is independent of s. We rewrite

(1.7) in the form
(1.9)

N'(s)e + N(s)e' + Xv(e X k) = 0

where

(1.10)

X = IB>0.

We take the dot product of (1.9) with e. This gives

(1.11)

N'(s) = 0.

Thus N is a constant. Since N is independent of s, (1.4), (1.6) imply that v is a
constant. Since b > 1 we must have t>> b> I so that N > 0. Now take the dot
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product of (1.9) with k and use (1.11). This gives

(1.12)

7Ve'-k = 0

so that

(1.13)

e • k = const = cos \\>.

If cos \p = 1 then e = k and we have the "trivial" solution (with v = b)

(1.14)

r(s) = bsk.

The solution (1.14) exists for all values of A. Now suppose that | cos \¡>\< I. We can
then write

(1.15)

e = cos 8 sin »//i+ sinö sin i^j + cosi//k.

Using (1.15) in (1.9) we obtain

(1.16) N[-0' sino sin xfri+ 0'cos0sini//j]

+ A»<[sinf?sin\pi —cosf?sin»j/j] = 0.

Taking the dot product of (1.16) with cos 6\ — sin öi then yields

(1.17)

0' = vX/N.

Now from (1.8),

(1.18)

v[ie(s)ds

= bk,

from which it follows that, by taking components

(I.19a,b,c)

cos 6 ds = 0,
I cos6ds

'o

1 sinOds = Q,

/'cost//

Jo

Using (1.17) in (1.19a) and (1.19b) we see
(1.20)

sin(0o + vX/N) -sin0o = O,

(1.21)

cos(60 +vX/N)

-cos0o

60 = 6(0),
= O.

(1.20) and (1.21) can be written
'

/sin0o
\cos00

cosfl0 Wcos(A/Ar)-l\
-sin60j\sin(vX/N)

j

/0\
\0/'

From (1.22) we see that we must have (with N — N(p))

(1.23)

vX/N = 2irm,

m= 1,2,3.

(1.19) then gives cos *p.We may then use (1.17) to integrate (1.15) to find r. Summing
we have

1.24. Theorem. Suppose N - Ñ(v). Let A > 0 and v > b satisfy (1.23) for some
positive integer m. Then the problem (1.7), (1.8) has solutions

(1.25)

río(í) = (AyA)[sin(0o + vX/N)s - sin fljsin^i
+ (JV/A)[cos 60 — cos(0o + vX/N)s\sin

\p'¡ + í»cos \psk,

0 < 60 < 2m.
Here

(1.26)

\p = arccosft/j'.
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Thus we see that for each pair (v, X) satisfying (1.23) for some m we get a
1-parameter family of solutions parameterized by 5'. The reason for this multiplicity
is that the problem (1.7), (1.8) is invariant under rotations about the z axis.
The set of solutions exhibits the classical bifurcation phenomenon. To see this we
linearize (1.7) about the trivial solution (1.14) to obtain

(1.27) (Ñ(b)/b)x'x' + Xy'x= 0, (Ñ(b)/b)y'x' - Ax¡ = 0, Np(b)z['= 0,
x,(0) = ,y,(0) = z,(0) = x,(l) = yx(l) = z,(l) = 0. An elementary calculation shows
that this problem has the eigenvalues

(1.28)

Xm= 2trmÑ(b)/b

with eigenfunctions
x\m) = c,(l — cos27TAra) + c2sin2wAra',

(1.29)

y\m) = -c, sin27TAttJ + c2(l — cos27rms),
z\m) = 0.

The values of Am given by (1.28) are the bifurcation points. The branch of
solutions on which (1.23) obtains bifurcates off from the trivial solution at A = Am.
For a given A the number of solution branches present depends on the behavior of
the function N(v)/v. If we assume

-{Ñ(v)/v)>Q

(1.30)

then we get the picture of Figure 1.31. For 0 < A *£ A, we have only the trivial
solution. For Xm<X<Xm+x
there are m solution branches. Of course this picture
is reminiscent of the buckling of a beam.

v-b

Figure 1.31
Bifurcation diagram if d(Ñ(v)/v)/dv
> 0. Note that each branch of nontrivial
solution represents the one parameter family of solutions. To obtain a more accurate
picture the figure should be rotated about the X axis.
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The problem (1.7), (1.8) admits the (rotationally
functional

(1.32)

381

invariant) potential energy

4>=JlÍT(v,s) + ^(rXk)-r'\ ds

with

(1.33)

T(V,s)= ÍÑ(a,s)da.

(1.7) is simply the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the functional $. It is a
simple matter to compute 0 for the various equilibrium solutions. In fact from (1.25)
we find that on the wth branch (here we write T = T(v))
(1.34)

<ï>= r(K) - (A/47rm)sin2^2.

But using (1.23) and (1.26) this becomes

(1.35)

$ = T(v) - {-rÑ(v) + {b2{Ñ(v)/v).

Relation (1.35) also holds on the trivial branch where v — b. Recall (Figure 1.31)
that for a given A p is largest on the branch with m = 1. To show that $ is minimal
along this branch it is enough to show that dF(v)/dv < 0 for v > b where

F(v) = I»

- \vÑ(v) + \b2(Ñ(v)/v),

j-F(v)=\(b2

- vi)j-{N(v)/v)<0

but

by (1.30). Thus we have

1.36. Theorem. Assume (1.30) holds. Then for a given X > 2trN(b)/b among all
solutions of ( 1.7), ( 1.8) the potential energy $ is minimized at solutions lying on the first
solution branch (i.e., the set of solutions (1.25) with v/N = 2tr/X).

Theorem 1.36 indicates that we may expect that the first branch of solutions is
stable while the others are not. We will pursue this point further in §2 when we
consider the linearization of (1.7), (1.8) about nontrivial solutions.
We now turn to the general case in which the function 7Ydepends explicitly on í
as well as v. In this case (1.11) still holds but we cannot now conclude that v is
constant. Properties (1.4), (1.5) imply that N(-,s) has an inverse v(-,s) so that
(1.11) now implies

(1.37)

p = v(N0,s)

where 7Y0is the constant value of N. Again (1.12) and (1.13) obtain. If cos \p = 1 then
r = A-(i)k with r'(s) = P(Nq, s), r(0) = 0, a-(I) = b. N£ is the value of the tension in
this case. The relation

(1.38)

f]i>(N*,s)ds = b
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serves to define /V0*uniquely. Thus in the case we have the " trivial" solution

(1.39)

r(s) = fp(N*,s)dsk
Jo

with A^g*
determined by (1.38). If | cos \p |< 1 we again have (1.15). (1.17) becomes

(1.40)

0' = P(No,s)X/No.

While in place of ( 1.18) we now have

(1.41)

(*P(N0,s)e(s)ds

= bk.

Jo

Taking components

(1.42a,b,c)

f P(No,s)cos0ds = O,
J°

[ii>(N0,s)sin6ds = 0,

cosiM P(N0, s) ds = b.
Jo

Now using (1.40) we obtain from (1.42a, b),

sin 0(1) - sin 0(0) = 0,

cos 0(1) - cos 0(0) = 0.

As before (cf. ( 1.22)) this leads to

(1.43)

0(1)-0(0)

= 2t7aai,

m= 1,2,3,....

But on account of ( 1.40) this gives

(1.44)

— (lfi(N0,s)ds

= 2irm,

m= 1,2,3,....

^*o•'o

This is the analog of (1.23). We obtain cos \p from (1.42c). We again may use (1.40)
to integrate r' = ve to find r. Thus we have

1.45. Theorem. Suppose N = N(v, s). Let A > 0 and N0 satisfy (1.44) where v( ■, s)
is the inverse function to N(-, s). We suppose JqP(N0, s)ds > b. Then problem (1.7),

(1.8) has solutions

(1.46) r(j) = (7Yo/\)[sin0(s)

- sin0o]sin^i

+ (7Y0/A)[cos0O — cos0(i)]sin^j

+cos\p f P(N0, a) dak,
•'o

0 < 0O< 2tt.
Here

A f.

(1.47)

O(s) = 0o + —(v(No,o)do,

(1.48)

ip = arc cose/

f P(N0,a)da.

In this case if we linearize (1.7) about the trivial solution (1.39) we obtain:

(1.49a)

N¿(x[/P(N$,s))'

+ \y'l = 0,

(1.49b)

NS(y[/p(NS,s))' - Xx'x= 0,
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(1.49c)

{NV(P,s)z[)' = 0,

(1.49d)

x,(0) = yx(0) = z,(0) = x,(l) = yx(l) = z,(l) = 0.

383

Since Nv > 0, (1.49c) with the boundary conditions ( 1.49d) has only the trivial
solution z, = 0. We can combine (1.49a) and (1.49b) by writing £ = x, + iyx. We
then obtain

w/*)'-A/r

(1.49e)

= o,

f(0) = £(l) = 0.

(1.49f)
Thus, integrating once

WA) - W = cThis has the solution (satisfying f(0) = 0)

(1.50)

1 -exp-r^

«.)=£

To satisfy the boundary condition at s

(1.51)

Aß,

Xi

( P(N*,o)do
'o 'o

1 we must then have

f]p(N$,o)do = 2irm,

m= 1,2,3.

Thus we obtain the desired bifurcation relation. Note that (1.50) yields a two-dimensional real eigenspace for (1.49a, b, c, d) as the constant C in (1.50) can be complex.
2. Linearized stability. The dynamical problem of the motion of the elastic
conductor in a magnetic field is governed by the hyperbolic equation
(2.1)

p(s)rlt = n'(s) + t(s),

with f given by (1.1) and n by (1.3) and (1.6). We assume that Ñ does not depend
explicitly on s and p is constant. We will also assume condition (1.30). We will study
(2.1) by linearizing about the nontrivial solutions found in §1. Our results will
support the idea that the first branch (aa?= 1) of solutions is in some sense stable
while the others are not.
Let Lr be the linearization of the operator on the left-hand side of (1.7). Let the
solution (1.25) (with 0O= 0 for convenience) be denoted by
r(s)

= x0i+.y0j

+ z0k

Then L = Lr has the form

(2.2)

aU")

l„ = Mí),u..+

..3

(Au" + Bu') + XCu'.

Here

(2.3)

A'()

y0

zo

0
0

y¿

z'o

0

oI

y¿ z'oI
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2x0x0

B

(2.4)

(x0y0)

■xozo

(x'0y¿)'

2y¿'y¿

y¿'z¡¡

zAxn
zo-*o

z'Qy¿'

0

\

0
1 0
-10
0
0 0 0

C

(2.5)
From (1.25), (1.23)

x'0 = y sin \pcos2m7rs,

(2.6)

x'¿ = -2m7ri>sini/'sin2AA2 77\y,

JÓ = ''sin i//sin2AAi77í, y¿' — 2mtrvsin \pcos2mirs,

--/,'= 0.

Zq = PCOSl//,

Let P be the orthogonal matrix
cos2irmssin\p
sin277A?wsin\]/
cos >//

(2.7)

After a long, but straightforward,

-sin2-irms
cos2wAra
0

—cos 2 7rAracos 1//
-sin2trmscost//
sin t//

computation we find that if

'x(s)
u = P\,

(2.8)

y(s)

z(s)

P'LP\ = Ä\" + 2-nmB\' + 4tT2m2(Ñ„- Ñ/v)C\
where

A=

(2.9)

I
(2.10)

B

a;

o

o

0
0

Ñ/v
0

0
Ñ/v

0

-N„ sin \p

7Y„sin i//

0

0

(Áyp)cosi//

\

/o
C=

(2.11)

0

0
- ( N/v )cos \p

o

o

0\

-sin2 4/ 0 .

lo

o

0/

Finally if ( •, • > represents the inner product in [L2(0, l)]3 we have

(2.12)

(Lu,u>= (LPv, Pv)= (P'LP\,y)
r\ [

a

= j I -Nv(x'

— 2irmysin

1

\p)-(z'+

N

2

27rAAr>'COSt//)

+ j{47T2m2y2-y'2)\ds.
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We are interested in the spectrum of the selfadjoint operator L acting on [H2(0,1)]3
D [/7,°(0, l)]3. For m > 1, (Lu,u) takes on positive values. In fact if
(2.13)

x = AAisint//(l — cos2<ns),

y = sin2tTS,

z = mcos\p(cos2irs

— I),

for the corresponding u = u*,,
(2.14)

(Lu*m,u*m)={Ñ/v)-2m2(m2-

I).

Thus if m > 1 and
u = P\,

v = \y

given by (2.13), then (Lu, u)> 0. Thus L has a positive eigenvalue. This implies that
the branches for m > 1, are unstable.
We now consider the case m = 1. For u* corresponding to (2.13) with m — I,

(Lu*,u*>=0.

But

uî=

\y\ \=p\y
z,

\z

is given by
(2.15)

x, = cos2w5 — 1,

yx — sin27ri,

z, = 0.

But by differentiating (1.25) with respect to 0Oand setting 0O= 0 we see that the
vector whose components are given by (2.15) is tangent to the curve of solutions
(1.25). Since $ (given by (1.32)) is constant along this curve and formally

52<D(u)= -(Lu,u),
this result is to be expected.
We now show that for u not in the subspace spanned by uf, (Lu,u)< 0. We
consider (2.13) for m = 1 with x, y, z E Hx(0,1). Then x = 2*=,xnsin nirs, x' =
w2^=,A2x„cosAi7ri,etc. Now for a fixed y we choosex so that Jq(x' — 2mysin\¡/)2 ds
is as small as possible, i.e., we minimize the square of the distance from 2 try sin \p to
the subspace of L2(0,1) spanned by {cos mrs}™=x.Since {cos ntrs}™=0is an orthogonal basis for L2(0,1) this minimum will, by standard Hilbert space theory, be
( fo2<nysin t//ds)2 = 4w2sin21//(¡¿yds)2, i.e.,

(2.16)

j\x'-2-rrysini,)1

ds^ 4v2sin2 4,ipyds\

.

In the same way

(2.17)

j\z'+

2try cos i>f ds^4ir2 cos2AC y ds\ .

Hence for am= 1,

(2.18)

(Lu,u)<-47r2Í7V„sin2t//+ — cos21//\{Çyds\
+ ^C{4try2-y'2)ds.
V Jn
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Now by (1.30), Ñ„ > Ñ/v, thus

(Lu,u)^jl-4m2y]yds]j2+f\4m2y2-y'2)ds\.
Thus the proof will be complete if we can show

(2.19)

4ir2py2ds<4ir2lflyds)

+Cy'2ds,

yEHx(0,l),

and examine the cases in which equality holds (e.g., y = sin27i\s which we have
already considered).

The following proof of (2.19) was suggested by J. Ullman.
Writer

(2.20)

= a0 + 2^=,(a„cos27rra

+ bnsin2trns). Then (2.19) is equivalent to

í

i °°

1

{

n=l

J

4*2\a2 + \

2 (aï + b2)

°°

< 4n2a2 + 2m2 2 (n2a2„ + n2b2),
n=\

which is clearly true. Equality holds if and only if an = bn = 0, n > 2. (Note that
(2.20) is true fox y E Hx(0,1).) For functions in Hx equality holds in (2.20) only for
functions of the form j = c, sin 2its + c2(l — cos 2 its). But if c2 =£ 0, /-! y(s) ds ¥= 0.

In this case inequality (2.18) is strict. When^ = sin its in order to have (Lu, u>= 0,
we see that

(!)
must have the form (2.13) with m = 1 and, hence, u = u*. So we have

2.21. Theorem. Assume (1.30) holds. r0 is given by (1.25), (1.23) with m = 1,
0O= 0. Let L be the linearization of the operator r -» (Ñ(v)e)'

+ Xve X k at r0. Then

for u E [Hx(0,1)]3 n [H2(0,1)]3, (Lu,u) < 0 with equality if and only if u = cuf
where u* has components given by (2.15). The vector u* is in the direction of the
tangent to the solution curve (1.25).

2.22. Corollary.
0O,0 < 0O< 2m.

Theorem 2.21 remains true if we replace 0O= 0 by an arbitrary

Proof. Perform a rotation of coordinates in the (x, y) plane.
The preceding results lead us to conjecture that the set S of solutions (1.23), (1.25)
with m = 1 forms a stable invariant manifold for (2.1) in the sense that if we consider
a solution of (2.1) with r( • ,0) close to S and r,( • ,0) small (in some suitable sense),
the solution will exist for all t > 0 and remain close to S. For classical solutions of
(2.1) with constant p the quantity

(2.23)

E = % fl\r,\2ds + <î>
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is conserved. However í> is not necessarily continuous in the [Hx]3 norm so the
relevance of (2.23) is not clear. We also believe that if we consider models of the
motion of the wire with a physically reasonable dynamic dissipation mechanism,
solutions will tend to some point of S as t -» oo.
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